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GWEN
Standing in line at my local coffee shop, waiting to order my favorite dark roast coffee, I
glance over at an empty bistro table and see my face plastered on the front page of a prominent
tabloid.
“Damn paparazzi,” I mutter.
While magazines airbrush celebrities to perfection, I swear the tabloids airbrush us to
imperfection.
Evidently I went out on another alcoholic bender the other night. Without my husband.
And so what if I did? Does the whole world need to know about it? Apparently they do. Ever
since I gave up my career as a makeup artist in the film industry to marry A-list movie star
Austin Bradley five years ago, it has become direly important that every Tom, Dick, and Harry
on the street know my every move.
I turn away from the hideous picture and stare at the floor, hoping nobody noticed me. I
do not need anyone recognizing me under my designer sunglasses and red wig. This is not how I
envisioned starting my New Year.
When I met Austin six years ago on a movie set, the forty-year old actor was fresh off a
broken heart. I was the pretty blonde twenty-seven-year old make-up artist that stitched it back
together. Back then, the paparazzi loved us; we were the ‘it’ couple. Then we got married. They
have been trying to tear us down and break us up ever since.
Photographers camp out in front of my property on a regular basis, sometimes for days,
proof that patience does exist in the world. I usually manage to avoid their scrutinizing lenses,
but every so often they manage to get that money shot, catching me at my worst, either drunk or
hung over, too uncoordinated to dodge them, and too sick to care. Then they add ten pounds and
embellish the bags underneath my eyes.
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As determined, as I am to go incognito, Timothy, the star struck sixteen-year-old barista
recognizes me.
“Your usual today, Mrs. Bradley?” he asks, his cheeks flushing.
“I just saw the paper. You better make it a large vanilla latte with a double shot of
espresso and extra whipped cream.”
Drink in hand, I swipe the tabloid off the table and exit the coffee shop into the typical
January-grey Vancouver morning, retreating to the comfort of my chauffeured limousine.
Randolph, my driver, standing tall in his starched uniform, holds my door open for me. I
throw my Louis Vuitton purse and the tabloid onto the seat and climb into the car. A second later
the door clicks shut.
From the car’s well-stocked mini-bar I grab a bottle of Baileys and pour a generous
double shot into my latte. Half a second later I hear the distinct electric buzz of the window
partition between Randolph and I sliding down.
He coughs. “Ma’am?”
“God, Randolph. How many times do I have to tell you to call me Gwen?”
“I’m sorry, Ma’am.”
“Oh, for heaven’s sake. What is it?”
“Is everything all right?”
I see him eyeing my latte in the rearview mirror.
“You’re not keeping tabs on me for Austin again, are you?”
“No Ma’am. You just seemed… agitated when you got back in the car. I thought you
might want to talk.”
Randolph is an attractive six foot tall African-American, always immaculately dressed,
never a wrinkle in his crisp white shirt and never a scuff on his six hundred dollar shoes. I used
to daydream about having a torrid affair with him, but I recently discovered that it is my
husband, Austin, whom Randolph pines for. Such is life in Vancouver; all the pretty ones are gay.
I hold up the flimsy newspaper. “Have you seen this?”
Unfortunately the headline is somewhat accurate. The picture had been taken as I left a
New Years Eve party hosted at the Hyatt in downtown Vancouver the other night. The paper
claims that Austin and I are having marital problems. Again. It cites my drinking as the culprit.
Again.
Randolph sighs. “See Ma’am, this is why you should let me fetch your coffee for you. So
you don’t have to see garbage like that.”
“First of all, you are not a dog. You won’t be fetching anything for me. Secondly, I am
self-sufficient. I am not some arrogant rich bitch who has people do everything for me except
wipe my own ass.”
Slouching in my seat, I sip my spiked latte and pout.
Tabloids label every celebrity. There are the adulterers and the gamblers, the drug
addicts and the drunks, and then there are those who are deemed bipolar or just plain crazy. The
gossip columnists exaggerate everything. Why did they have to peg me as a drunk? At least
being labeled as a cheat meant that people found the celebrity in question desirable. There is
nothing desirable about a drunk.
Tossing the paper aside, I stare out the window at the traffic cued up to cross the Lion’s
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Gate Bridge.
I live in the seclusion of prestigious North Vancouver. My property has a scenic ocean
view from my back deck. The grounds are rugged and lined with a thick wall of trees, the most
expensive alarm system on the market, and a tall wrought iron gate. Enough rich snobs,
including athletes and rock stars, live in the area that we respect each other’s privacy. Birds of a
feather flock together.
Once we are over the bridge, Randolph drives down a traffic-jammed Pacific Avenue to
English Bay, a colorful, trendy scene off to the south side of the downtown core, and into Stanley
Park. Driving through the lush forest of century-old trees I feel like Little Red Riding Hood, lost
in the woods, the skyscrapers and taxicabs of the city nowhere to be seen through the thick green
foliage.
Randolph stops the car in front of the Tea House Café, a reputable establishment serving
a sophisticated crowd of locals and tourists. It caters to a niche market of people willing to pay
fifteen dollars for eggs. Last night I dreamt of Hollandaise sauce.
Brunch the first Sunday of every month is a ritual. Myself, and my four closest girlfriends
sit around like a pack of wolves dissecting and debating such worldly issues as who is dating
who, who is divorcing who, affairs, Hollywood scandals, and babies.
“Ma’am?”
Lost in thought, I hadn’t even noticed Randolph holding my door open for me.
“Are you sure you’re okay, Ma’am? If you’d prefer, we could turn around and go home,”
he suggests.
“Are you insane? We can’t do that. I’d be the topic of today’s gathering for sure.” The
only thing worse than discussing this latest tabloid rumor with my friends is having them
speculate about me.
I force myself to evacuate the comfort of my chariot, careful not to step in any puddles
and ruin my brand new Jimmy Choo camel-colored pumps.
Japanese and German vehicles crowd the parking lot. The café appears to be at capacity.
Lucky for me, my married name guarantees me a standing monthly reservation.
Anne’s rusty red-orange pickup truck is conspicuously the one and only domestically
manufactured vehicle in the lot, failing to blend in, as does Mila’s bicycle, the sole bicycle,
chained to the bike rack. Sophie and Tina always come by bus.
I met the girls ten years ago in a Pilate’s class, back when Pilates was unique and obscure.
Now it is as popular as donut shops back East. Ten years ago, life was less complicated for all of
us. Ten years ago we were young and beautiful, in our early twenties, and full of hope for the
future.
Now planted firm in our thirties, we aren’t so gullible. Pilates have been forgotten,
traded in for monthly champagne cocktails.
Inside, my crew is amassed around the table closest to the fireplace, the first round of
mimosas already in their hands, and one on the table waiting for me. Looking forward to letting
the amber flames warm away the morning’s chill, I make my way to join them.
Sophie giggles. “The master of disguise has graced us with her presence.”
“Ladies,” I nod. “Crossing the bridge was the usual nightmare.”
I am the only woman in the group with any status, but the others have the attitude for it.
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Sophie Levesque is thirty-two and single. A receptionist in a doctor’s office, she struggles
to make ends meet, but she works hard to present an image of success with professionally
manicured nails, two hundred dollar haircuts, and a gym membership.
Sophie is in search of the impossible, the perfect man. The older she gets, the higher her
standards become. If he isn’t model gorgeous, driving a German import, and making a six-figure
salary, she isn’t interested. Period.
Her requirements go deeper than gold digging. Potential suitors require a university
degree, a clean bill of health, and must want to father her children as soon as possible.
Sophie’s man is a fairytale. Single women outnumber single men in Vancouver
something like seven to one. Vancouver’s eligible, straight bachelors are well aware of this
statistic and take pride in being gigolos. With the odds stacked in their favor, few feel compelled
to settle down.
A bit neurotic, Sophie lives for buzzwords like centered, balanced, and boundaries. She
counts calories. Her purse overflows with yellow Post-It note to-do lists.
Tina Randall is a faded beauty. Once upon a time, back when I met her, she was
voluptuous with enviable curves, milky pale skin, emerald eyes, and platinum hair.
Unfortunately an increasingly noticeable heroin addiction has been eating away at her
femininity.
These days she reminds me of Cruella Deville, that ghastly Disney character from 101
Dalmatians; shaggy over-bleached hair and moss colored bug eyes on a lanky, toothpick frame.
She is the only woman I know who thinks nothing of wearing real fur, even though she
purchased it from a second hand store and hasn’t had it cleaned in years. Tina carries herself with
the grace of an amateur porn star and she looks a full decade older than her thirty-three years.
Tina worries me. I don’t know what to say or do about the drugs. When I met her, her
drug use had been strictly recreational. I had turned a blind eye to it, but in the last six to eight
months she has lost a lot of weight. Her eyelids droop and she looks like a zombie. Her ability to
concentrate on any topic for any length of time is minimal. Its like she suffers from adult
attention deficit disorder.
Tina also longs for commitment, however unlike Sophie her standards have declined
over time.
“We were just debating the existence of true love,” Cruella says.
“Tina’s still sleeping with her dealer,” Sophie spits.
Everyone can hear the condescending tone in Sophie’s voice and we all know that it is
the fact that Tina is sleeping with a man and not that he is her dealer that is worthy of
condescension.
Sophie is an utter prude. She makes the men she dates wait three months before she will
let them anywhere near her bed. She does not bend this rule for any man, no matter how many of
her qualifications he meets. Only a handful of suitors have ever managed to wait out their
probation period. Usually the chemistry fizzles or they lose interest before she gives them the
green light.
“Hey, at least I’m getting laid,” Tina remarks. “How long has it been for you, Ice
Princess?”
“It’s not the quantity of men you sleep with; it’s the quality,” Sophie preaches.
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“How long?” Tina reiterates.
“Over four years and counting,“ Mila announces.
Sophie blushes.
Born in Finland and married to a decorated military general from India, Mila Mihir
represents the foreign content of our little group. The couple moved to Canada eleven years ago.
Mila is big-boned, dark haired, and attractive. Her accent, one that everyone takes notice
of but can’t quite place, makes her alluring. Her quiet demeanor gives her an element of mystery.
She dresses in conservative fashion to appease her husband, Amir, a surly fifty-year old man,
fifteen years her senior. Sometimes I think he treats Mila more like a soldier than a wife.
“Let’s ask Gwen, sweet perfect Gwen, who’s married to last year’s Sexiest Man Alive,
voted by the women and, let’s face it, some of the men, of America. He’s got the looks, the
money, and he spoils her rotten,” Tina teases.
I wince at the question.
“Ouch! Do I sense trouble in the land of the rich, sexy, and famous?” Sophie teases.
“No. I just saw the tabloids this morning,” I mutter.
“Oh, honey, they run that same article every six months with an updated picture,” Anne
pipes. “They ran the same one with Austin’s first wife too, only her habit was cocaine. At least
your substance of choice is legal.”
“Thanks,” I grimace.
Anne Coyle is our serial dater. Committed relationship after committed relationship, she
has been unable to snag a husband, her equivalent to the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.
A chameleon, she morphs into whatever she thinks her man wants her to be. She bought
cowboy boots and Garth Brooks CDs for Calgary-born, country-boy-Jonathan. She took karate
lessons with mixed-martial-arts-Keith. While dating fisherman-Jacob, she bought her own fishing
pole and hip-waders.
“And what’s your opinion on true love, Anne?” I hiss, hoping to shut her up.
“I’m so glad you asked,” she replies, shoving her left hand, suspiciously covered until
now, out into the center of the table exposing what looks to be a one-karat princess cut diamond
ring. “I’m getting married!”
I choke on my cocktail in mid-swallow. Sophie drops her glass. It falls to the table,
staining the beautiful white linen tablecloth bright orange. Our waiter rushes in to clean up the
sticky mess.
After several minutes of chaos, the table is cleaned up and silent.
“So, who is he?” I ask Anne finally. “I didn’t even know that you were dating anyone.”
“His name is Mark Connor. I only met him two weeks ago.”
“Two weeks? As in one, two? Anne, please tell me you’re not serious,” Sophie pleads.
“But it feels like I’ve known him forever,” she gushes, “Its like we’re soul mates.”
Mila groans. “Don’t tell me you believe in that garbage.”
“Go on,” I coax.
“He’s thirty-five, six-foot four, with thick black hair, ocean blue eyes, a hundred watt
smile, a warm laugh, and a good sense of humor. He’s an Information Technology Manager at a
successful business firm downtown.”
“He sounds like a catch,” I admit.
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Anne sighs. “He’s absolutely wonderful.”
“So when is this shindig?” Tina asks.
“Valentine’s day,” Anne chirps.
Three hours and four cocktails later, I walk out of the brunch meeting relatively
unscathed. Back in the sanctuary of my limousine, I notice that Randolph rid the backseat of the
offending tabloid I had swiped earlier.
He is a good driver. He knows me well.
I know I shouldn’t let the tabloids bother me, but it is so much easier said then done. The
celebrity life is not an easy one. To be successful, celebrities must let the press into our lives, but a
bad picture is like a bad review. And it seems like all I am getting these days is bad reviews. I get
in shit one day for looking too thin, and in trouble the next for looking bloated. I get chastised for
looking too tired, then accused of being wired on cocaine if I look wide awake. And of course
there’s the whole ‘alcoholic’ tag that the media loves to inflate.
By the time Randolph pulls the limousine back into the privacy of my own little world an
hour later, I am thoroughly mired in self-doubt and self-loathing.
Austin is still on location somewhere in Los Angeles for another week wrapping up edits
and promotional material for his latest film so I have the house to myself. I think I am going to
take a personal day or a ‘Me Day’ as I like to call them. I am going to run a hot bath, slather my
face in a mud mask and unwind with a bottle of wine, spending the afternoon licking the
wounds the tabloid caused me.
Unlocking the front door of the house, and walking inside, I hear our private home
phone ringing. I sprint to the cordless telephone on the kitchen counter and pick it up.
“Hello?”
Our home phone is our private line. The only people who have this phone number are
friends and family. Loved ones only. No work-related personnel whatsoever, not even Austin’s
agent, have the phone number.
“Hi! Is Austin there?”
I do not recognize the feminine voice. It sounds young.
“He’s not in at the moment. Can I ask who is calling?”
“It’s Brianna.”
Brianna? No last name? I don’t know anyone named Brianna. Who is this woman and
why does she have our private home line?
“I worked with Austin on his last movie.”
Oh, that Brianna. Brianna Michelle. She plays Austin’s daughter in his newest film. Some
twenty-year old Z-list nobody, famous for being on some reality television show where
contestants live in a house and backstab each other and cry their way through stupid pointless
stunts.
“How did you get this number?” I ask.
“Austin gave it to me.”
Now why the hell would he do that? We have a rule that we have to agree on the person
getting the number. Neither of us gives it out without asking the other permission first.
What was Austin thinking? This chick has gossip rag bait written all over her. Where A-
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listers avoid tabloids like the plague, Z-listers love them, and court them, hoping the gossip will
be juicy enough to make them famous.
“Can I leave a message for him with you? Are you the maid?” she asks. It feels like an
intentional shot.
“I’m the wife,” I correct her.
“Oh. You are a very lucky woman Mrs. Bradley. You have a wonderful husband. Kind,
congenial, considerate, smart, and incredibly handsome.”
I want to reach through the receiver and ring the child’s neck.
“He said that he’s going to get me a part in his next project.”
Brianna Michelle is beautiful; I give her that. But she cannot act worth a shit. She is one of
those women who relies solely on her innocent giggle and her excessive plastic cleavage to get by
in life. I have seen her in interviews on television, nervous and giggly, and not really saying
anything intelligent. She is the epitome of dumb bleach blonde.
Why would Austin request her in another one of his films? I can only think of one reason
any man would make such a ridiculous, possibly career-damaging offer. Sex.
And rumor has it that Brianna just broke up with her going-nowhere-garage-band-punk
boyfriend.
No! Forget it. Austin would never sink that low, I tell myself, not for some random piece
of tail.
“I will let him know that you called,” I say in my sweetest voice before hanging up.
He is not having an affair, I tell myself again, but alarm bells are ringing in my head, my
gut, and my heart.
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Sophie’s Husband Qualification Checklist
1.

Wants children

2.

He must have a respectable career

3.

Annual income must exceed $100,000

4.

Supports a stay-at-home mom

5.

He can afford his children’s education

6.

Driven to succeed

7.

Educated & intellectual.

8.

Attractive, well dressed, neat, & organized

9.

Health conscious and respects his body
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SOPHIE
So what if I have a checklist? It keeps me in line. It weeds out the undesirables, the losers.
I do not have time to date losers.
My biological clock ticks so loud that I can actually hear it. Tick! Tick! It rattles my brain. I
have been hitting the snooze button for over a decade now, but it is getting harder to ignore, like
a time bomb. I know about the risks involved in having children in my mid-to-late thirties.
At thirty-two, time is starting to run out for me. I don’t have time to get involved with
unsuitable men – the commitment-phobic gigolos and the non-career oriented slackers, hence my
checklist.
Standing in my closet, I pick through my wardrobe for a suitable outfit for a night out on
the town. With Anne’s wedding only a month away, I need to find myself a date, a bona fide
boyfriend of marital caliber, fast. Admittedly, my so-called walk-in-closet, as it was advertised in
the rental ad, is little more than a storage space, a tiny cubicle where my clothes fight with my
bed linens and bath towels for space.
I envy Anne and I understand her urgency to marry. It is hard to find a man in
Vancouver. No, let me correct myself; it is damn near impossible. Eligible straight bachelors are
an endangered species in this city. Anne lucked out. As ridiculously fast as they are moving, she
does need to lay claim to this Mark character before he realizes what hit him.
The odds are stacked against straight women on the West Coast. We are all well aware of
the fact that a man in Vancouver has a better chance of snagging a boyfriend than we do.
My wardrobe is pathetically small, basic classic pieces only: two pairs of black slacks, two
crisp white button-up dress shirts, two black cocktail dresses, two pairs of blue jeans, and my
personal favorite, my tan leather skirt.
Lucky for me, working as a receptionist at a doctor’s office means I do not need racks of
clothing for the office. I wear standard medical attire, hospital pants and matching shirt, to work.
I have five uniforms for five days - a blue one, a green one, a pink one, and two white ones.
For tonight I opt for my leather skirt matched with a chocolate brown tank top. With my
outfit chosen, I head to the bathroom and knock on the door.
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“It’s occupied,” Dana, my tall, slender, twenty-two year old roommate announces.
Pretty, she looks like a New York runway model twenty-four hours a day.
Another reason I need to find myself a husband is my living arrangements. As much as I
love living in a house in Kitsilano, I hate the fact that I cannot afford to live on my own.
“How long are you going to be?” I ask. I need to wash and blow-dry my hair.
“I have a date with Todd tonight,” she replies. “I need to shower, wax, and blow-dry, oh,
and I need to give myself a manicure and a pedicure.”
Knowing Dana that means she will be hogging the facilities for a good two hours.
“Could you at least do your nails in your bedroom?” I ask.
“I suppose,” she moans, like I am totally putting her out. “Since when do you go out on a
Friday night anyway?”
“Thanks for pointing that out,” I hiss. I am more of a homebody than I care to admit.
“Hot date tonight?” she prods.
“No. I’m going out looking for a hot date for a wedding.”
“Who you going out with then? You pulling out all the stops and taking Gwen Bradley?”
Unfortunately, Gwen can’t just go out. She is too recognizable as Austin Bradley’s wife.
And when she does go out, she steals the spotlight.
Anne is too busy with Mark and has totally lost interest in the whole ‘girls night out’
routine. Besides, I don’t want to listen to her gush about Mark all night long, ‘Mark this and
Mark that, blah, blah, blah’.
Mila’s husband doesn’t permit her to go out to nightclubs. She shrugs this off with the
excuse that she knows when to pick her battles. That leaves me with“Tina. I’m going out with Tina.”
Dana laughs. “You two going to stroll the Hastings’s strip for johns- I mean dates?”
Hastings is drug and prostitute central, not far from where Tina lives out in East Van.
“Funny. We’re going to Yaletown.”
At least with Tina at my side, men will notice me first.
My other roommate, Tara, a young party girl, has commandeered the second bathroom
to bleach her hair.
Shampoo and conditioner in hand, and a towel over my shoulder, I eye the kitchen sink.
It is full of glassware and dirty dishes. Dare I wash my hair down here? I eye the clock. Tina will
be here in an hour. I am running out of time.
Putting on my yellow plastic dish gloves, I empty the sink, placing the dishes on the
counter. Then I disinfect the sink and rinse it with scalding hot water.
At least Melinda, my studious third roommate is out at the university library so there is
nobody to witness me washing my hair in the kitchen.
Wrapping my wet hair in a towel, I hustle back upstairs to the privacy of my bedroom,
shut the door, and examine my face in my vanity. Faint lines on my forehead suggest that I am
overdue for my Botox injection. The doctor’s office where I am employed happens to be a
cosmetic office that specializes in Botox, Restalin, and facial surgery, including dental, so I get a
discount.
I quickly blow dry my auburn locks and do my makeup. Skipping foundation, I opt
instead for a tinted moisturizer that makes my face glow. Brown eyeliner accentuates my hazel
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eyes.
The doorbell rings, announcing Tina’s arrival, as I am applying my lipstick.
I open the door to a woman I hardly recognize. Tina has lost about twenty pounds in the
last two years, pounds she never needed to lose in the first place. And she looks old, like she is in
her forties. She seriously needs makeup to hide the blue bags under her eyes, and some blush to
brighten her shallow cheeks.
“Come in,” I beckon, “Give me a minute. I’m almost ready.”
Tina’s outfit isn’t any better than her cosmetics. She slouches in my hallway in an eighties
acid wash denim skirt. Pin thin, she looks shapeless in a stretched cotton long-sleeve shirt over
what could barely be called an A-cup bra.
Did she put any effort into her appearance tonight?
From the hall closet I grab my knee-high, five-inch heeled tan boots. My number one
trick to looking richer than I am: never buy cheap shoes. I look at Tina’s boring, formless, twoinch black heels. They look like something my mother owned twenty years ago.
Tina glares at me as I slip my feet into my boots.
“Look at you,” she scolds, “dressed up like a tramp in your ‘fuck me boots’.”
“At least I don’t look like a strung out heroin addict,” I rebuke.
“Good comeback, really Ha! At least I’m honest.”
“What’s that supposed to mean? You dress the part on purpose?”
“Have you looked at yourself in a mirror? You dress like a slut when you’re really a
tight-ass prude. It’s false advertising, honey.”
“So what do you propose? That I go out dressed like a librarian or a nun? That’ll snag me
a hot date.”
“You don’t find your future husband at a bar anyway.”
“Do you expect me to take dating advice from you? Liam’s no prize.” Liam is her drug
dealer boyfriend.
“Liam loves me.”
“Liam treats you like garbage. He uses you for a place to stay. You’re not his girlfriend;
you’re his maid. You cook and clean for him and do his laundry. What does he do for you? What
does he contribute to your household? Nothing.”
Tina clutches at her black plastic purse with white knuckles. “I, um, need to use your
bathroom,” she stutters.
“Fine,” I fume. I know perfectly well what she needs to do in the bathroom. “You better
hurry. I’m calling a cab right now.”
So pitiful. What does Tina think she is doing, messing with such a controlling substance?
Somebody should smack her upside the head. How dare she shoot up in my bathroom?
Kitsilano is hippy and yuppie central. The only substances abused in Kits are marijuana
and over-priced organic foods.
Tina emerges a few minutes later without even trying to mask her actions. She didn’t
even flush the toilet for good measure. Her rolled up right sleeve showcases a severely bruised
arm.
I turn away. “Geez, Tina, pull down your goddamned sleeve,” I bark.
The cab arrives a moment later and we step out into the night.
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“Where to?” our driver asks in broken English.
“Club Zen in Yaletown,” I reply.
As we drive through Kitsilano toward the Burrard Street Bridge I admire my community.
A quaint, pretty neighborhood close to the ocean, Kits lacks the big city feel of the downtown
core. The tallest condominium complexes here are five stories high. The houses, including the one
where I live, have yards with grass, a serious luxury.
Everything I need, the grocery store, the beach, the liquor store, my place of employment,
the library, the bank, restaurants, and shopping, are all within walking distance of where I live. I
don’t own a car; I don’t need to.
The young and the beautiful live in Kitsilano. None of its residents, including myself,
look to be a day over thirty. It is as if the community has discovered the fountain of youth.
There is no ugliness, no sags, and no flab, only perkiness. A health conscious community,
everyone here has a gym membership and owns roller blades or a bicycle. Shops specializing in
health foods for both people and pets make a fortune.
The cab takes us over the bridge and into the city. Yaletown is so new that it is still in the
process of being built. High-rise condominium buildings housing units with multi-million dollar
price tags are perpetually being planned and built, building after building, like rows of dominos,
closer and closer to the water. The restaurants and bars in Yaletown feature twelve dollar
martinis. Money here appears to grow on trees.
Our driver drops us off in front of the club. The value of the cars lining the parking spots
on the street, high end Mercedes and BMWs, and one Ferrari, easily tops one million dollars.
I take a moment on the sidewalk to take a deep breath and appreciate the surrounding
wealth. It feels good. I will find myself a date for Anne’s wedding tonight. I am sure of it. And he
will be rich and successful. He will be able to afford the lifestyle Yaletown demands of its
inhabitants.
Entering the club, I scan the crowd and frown. The male patrons are predominantly
young, practically boys, probably waiters spending their hard earned tips.
“I feel like a bloody cougar,” I mumble to Tina.
She laughs. “I told you not to get your hopes up on meeting your dream man.”
“How can these youngsters afford to drink here?” I gripe.
“I think they’re looking for cougars to buy them drinks.”
“That’s just wrong. When I was in my twenties, men bought drinks for the women.
When did things get turned around?”
Several of the young men do stare at me. I feel their eyes giving me the once over. I smile,
my ego lifted. I want a man as much as the next woman. Unconditional love is my ultimate goal.
Just because I don’t sleep around doesn’t make me frigid like my friends seem to think. They
nicknamed me the cold fish years ago. Nobody believes that I find it hard to follow my threemonth rule. I am proud of my self-discipline.
Then I see him standing at the bar nursing what looks to be a gin and tonic - my future
date for Anne’s wedding. He is not breathtakingly gorgeous, but he cleans up well, dressed in
black slacks and a muted steel-colored wool V-neck sweater. A mysterious air hangs around him.
Neatly coiffed rusty hair curls atop his head.
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I nudge Tina. “I’m going to grab a drink at the bar.”
“Ok. I’m going to hit the ladies’ room.”
I watch Tina stumble off to the bathroom. She looks tired. Her legs look nervous and
uncoordinated. Does heroine take away coordination skills? I don’t know. I know drugs are bad
and evil but I am naïve to their long-term side effects.
I prowl up next to my target and lean against the bar on an angle that gives him a
magnificent view of my cleavage.
I make eye contact. “Hello,” I croon in my most seductive voice.
He smiles. “Well hello there to you too. I’m James.”
I hand him my business card. “Sophie.”
He accepts it, takes a look and reaches into his pocket. He pulls out a gold-plated
cardholder and places my card inside it.
“For safe keeping,” he assures me.
I smile at the compliment. Then he hands me a card of his own.
I try not to appear too excited as I take the card. I casually glance at it searching for his
job title. James Shipmen. What a lousy last name. Mrs. Sophie Shipman. Rhymes with Shitman.
Yikes. MD. Medical Doctor. Wait a minute. Did I read that right? He is a doctor. Wow. A doctor.
Okay, I can overlook the last name. Besides, lots of married women keep their maiden names
these days.
I stand up straight to present a more professional, intelligent impression of myself.
“Care to dance?” I ask.
He cringes. “I don’t dance.”
“Oh.” Now what?
“Can I buy you a drink?” he offers.
I nod appreciatively. “Please. I’ll have a gin and tonic.”
“Are you here alone, Sophie?”
“I’m with a friend,” I answer coyly.
James distances himself from me ever so slightly.
“A female friend,” I assure him, reaching over to stroke his arm.
“Good to know,” he says, leaning back in toward me.
We talk over drinks for an hour. We joke. We laugh. I am so convinced that James is my
Mr. Right.
He cocks his head and with a sly grin asks, “Do you want to get out of here?”
I hesitate. His perfect white teeth and suave tone tell me his suggestion implies a sexual
rendezvous.
“I can’t,” I reply. “My friend-”
“Is a big girl who can take care of herself,” he says, finishing my sentence.
“You don’t know my friend. Look, I like you so I’ll be frank. I’d love to see you again. But
just so you know, I don’t put out for the first three months,” I explain.
“Wow,” he says, astonished. “A beautiful woman with morals, dignity, and self-respect.
It’s not every day you meet such a special lady.”
“Thank you,” I blush. His understanding only further cements him in my mind as
perfect.
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“Can I call you then?” he asks.
“Please do. You have my card,” I remind him.
Then I recognize Tina stumbling in my direction. I turn away. Maybe she won’t see me
and will go away. I don’t want James to know that I know her. How much junk has she shot in
her veins throughout the night? She comes right up to me and yanks at my arm like a demanding
child.
“Sophie, I don’t feel well,” she moans.
How dare she ruin my chances with a doctor just because she has no control of her drug
use? Since when did I deserve to suffer for it? I know that sounds selfish, but I haven’t had a date
in six months.
I look at James. “My friend, uh, needs me,” I say, apologetically. “I think I better get her
home.”
He nods. “Understandable.”
Tina hangs off me like dead weight. My legs threaten to buckle. I will never get her to the
door on my own.
The load suddenly lifts and I turn to see James underneath her other arm.
How embarrassing!
On the sidewalk outside the club, he calls us a taxi from his cell phone. Waiting for our
ride, an awkward silence befalls us. A cold breeze whistles down the dark street. I hadn’t
bothered to bring a jacket. Goosebumps raise the hairs on my arms. I shiver. James holds Tina up.
I want his arms around me, not around her. I cross my arms over my chest trying to keep warm.
An attractive, well-dressed couple, stroll by arm in arm, laughing. The man’s suit jacket
hangs from the woman’s shoulders. They stop in front of a Lexus across the street. The man
opens the door for the woman. I stare at my feet.
Just then a yellow taxi pulls up to the curb. I open the back door of the car and wait as
James drops Tina into the passenger seat.
I find my way around to the other side of the car to the second passenger door. I dare to
look at James. “Um, thanks,” I squeak and slide into the car.
I see James talking to the driver. The Lexus with the happy couple inside drives by
distracting me. James passes the cabbie forty dollars.
“Make sure they get where they need to go,” he instructs.
The driver nods.
I watch James walk away and re-enter the club. Shoot! He has my contact information. He
should be making his way home. Why is he going back inside? This is all Tina’s fault!
“Where to?” The cabbie asks.
A dozen answers run through my mind; somewhere dark where I can dump Tina’s
body. She belongs on Main Street, junkie central. Drop her off there. That ought to teach her a
lesson.
“Corner of Fifth Avenue and Stephens,” I mumble.
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